
Mamba Diagnostics�

What is Mamba Diagnostics?�
Mamba Diagnostics allows health professionals to:�
·� record client information�
·� record the results of any medical test�
·� report a diagnosis and suggested treatment based on the re-�

sults of the tests and the client's age, weight, height and sex�
·� add treatment plans for a client from a standard list. This list�

may be modified and additional treatments can be added to�
suit the practitioner's individual needs�

·� provide their clients with a report that can be printed or�
emailed�

www.wck.com.au�
www.mambadiagnostics.com.au�



A client can have any number of�
clinical episodes, each with a number�
of test results.�
The results for any test can be recorded.�
Optionally, the result of a test may be�
calculated from the results of other tests.�

A Practitioner can�
classify the clients�
into any desired�
categories.�
You can classify�
your clients by their�
diet, metabolic type,�
blood group, occupation or any desired category that you consider relevant.�

Define your own�
comments and report�
templates.�
• Practitioners may edit�
the standard comments�
and templates that are�
included in the report.�
• Practitioners can add standard comments that can be incorporated into a�
Treatment Plan.�



Diagnostics Rules�
Rules are defined so that specific�
diagnosis and suggestions can be�
reported on the basis of:�
• test results�
• client categories (for example,�
diet, blood group or metabolic�
type)�
• age, sex, height & weight.�

Documentation�
All the rules are documented, so you can�
see why particular comments are printed�
in response to the client’s results.�
If Urine and Saliva pH is recorded within�
the ranges listed below, then the relevant�
comments are reported.�

Client Report�
A client report is produced based on the results of the tests.  You may add�
additional recommendations, treatment plans and supplements from your�
standard list as well as typing individual comments.�



Testimonials�
The RBTI Analysis reporting system is easy to use and made specifically�
for the RBTI Analysis testing that I am teaching throughout Australia.�
It works brilliantly for us, cutting report time down to 10 minutes or less,�
allowing us to assist many more clients in much less time. We have saved�
hundreds of hours and it has become an invaluable part of our business.�
I highly recommend that anyone who wants to do written RBTI Analysis�
reports purchase and use this software.�

David Lomman�
Co-Founder Holistic Pathways�

My name is Marcia Pitman and I run a Bioresonance clinic in Brisbane. I�
have trained in RBTI and have been using the Mamba computer program�
to process results and printouts for my clients. I have found Mamba to be�
invaluable and feedback from clients is very positive. The online service�
from Richard has been helpful and efficient.�

Marcia Pitman�
Brisbane�

Richard is wonderfully considerate and helpful and he has been called on�
many times to assist my Kinesiology Practice. He pays impeccable attention to�
every detail of the work that he undertakes which he does with enthusiasm and�
caring. I admire Richard’s skills and abilities and he uses his insight, common�
sense and intelligence to wisely assist the people with whom he is working to�
achieve wonderful results.�

Loreto Whitney�
Maitland�

Windella Computer Knowhow�
Richard Harding is the director of Windella Computer Knowhow. He has worked�
in the Information Technology industry for over 30 years working in banking and�
pathology sectors working for companies such as CBC Bank, National Australia�
Bank, State Bank of NSW, Reserve Bank of Australia and Hampsons Pathology.�
He has developed computer training programs for Kosovo residents at Singleton�
Army base and taught public speaking courses for the local Girl Guide region.�
He is passionately interested in health and education with his daughter attending�
a local Steiner school. He lives in the Hunter Valley of NSW.�

rharding@wck.com.au�
61 2 4930 7336�


